**"Small Incidents Often Determine Careers" — Little**

"Collegiates, small and trivial, often determine the career that a man enters later. This was true in my case." This spoke Dr. Arthur D. Little '96 at Monday in the Class of 1981. He then told of a remarkable experience that started him on his broad and successful career in chemistry.

In this lecture, the third of the series being given to the freshmen, Dr. Little spoke on the general subject of "The Science and Profession of Chemistry." He defined chemistry as being "concerned with the properties of matter and the changes which it undergoes," and continued to describe some of the numerous articles written by it in the last century.

"Of particular interest," he said, "are the inventions and discoveries made in the fields of the discovery and use of the most gases; the fraction of atmospheric nitrogen; and the development of cellulose and nitro-cellulose products."

---

**Students Acclaim Walker Changes; Plan Would Make Main Hall Lounge**

The Senior Union on December 15th was the first major event on the student calendar. Promised to be festive, the gathering in the main hall in many ways, it was conduct scandalously approved by the theater and its skilled artists. The building and sound effects were ideal for the first time, and a new program used on the floor removed the usual objections to the inaudible surface.

Initiating a new idea at the ball, the first of the series of dances followed the Technology-New York star hotel menu last month at midday. Two Main Hall men combined with the Walker hall manager, the affair was a pronounced success financially. It is planned to hold such dances through the season.

Dinners and evening functions in the building have yet Walker period to promises. Evening three or four such affairs are held each week and with Paul Speck's minstrel show in March, the institution a delightful evening.
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**59 Men Wanted By Navy For Reserve Aviation Course**

Five men are needed by the Navy for training as reserve pilots at Squantum and Provincetown. There will be a naval office at the Squantum naval reserve station here established in building 13 each Tuesday and Thursday afternoon from 2 to 5 o'clock.

Any college graduate is eligible. The course consists of a 10-day elimination course at Squantum where the men will get primary flight training and 10 to 15 hours in the air. Upon graduation from this elimination course, the students will go to Pensacola, Florida for advanced flight training for eight months. The advanced course will require approximately 250 hours of flying in all types of local and sea planes. Officers of the men will be expected to go with the fleet for one year as commanding officers of that given to naval officers and aviation pilots in the regular naval aviation service.

---

**NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST CORPORATE FIDUCIARY**

A great institution now concentrates in Fiduciary and Corporate Agency Fields

---

**THE TREND in modern business is toward concentration of effort. Strengthened by the addition of the Trust Department of The First National Bank of Boston, Old Colony Trust Company now turns its principal attention to Fiduciary and Corporate Agency fields**
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